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Abstract

In this paper, an automatic multi-organ segmentation based
on multi-boost learning and statistical shape model search
was proposed. First, simple but robust Multi-Boost Classifier was trained to hierarchically locate and pre-segment
multiple organs. To ensure the generalization ability of the
classifier relative location information between organs, organ
and whole body is exploited. Left lung and right lung are
first localized and pre-segmented, then liver and spleen are
detected upon its location in whole body and its relative location to lungs, kidney is finally detected upon the features
of relative location to liver and left lung. Second, shape and
appearance models are constructed for model fitting. The final refinement delineation is performed by best point searching guided by appearance profile classifier and is constrained
with multi-boost classified probabilities, intensity and gradient features. The method was tested on 30 unseen CT
and 30 unseen enhanced CT (CTce) datasets from ISBI 2015
VISCERAL challenge. The results demonstrated that the
multi-boost learning can be used to locate multi-organ robustly and segment lung and kidney accurately. The liver
and spleen segmentation based on statistical shape searching
has shown good performance too.
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Introduction

Abdominal organ segmentation is an essential step in the multi-organ visualization, clinical diagnosis and therapy. Up to now, some methods [Okada12, Wang14] have been proposed, and all
of them showed that information about the spatial relationship among organs is very beneficial to
automatic 3D multi-organ localization. Previous studies also indicated that segmentation in a hierarchical way is more robust [Wang14, Selver14]. In our previous work [Li14], we used Adaboost
and statistic shape model (SSM) prior knowledge to segment liver successfully. Now we extend
this framework in multi-organ segmentation as shown in Figure 1. The differences are in two-fold.
Firstly, Multi-Boost [Ben12] is employed to classify two organs one time in a top-down order. The
last organ segmentation result will be used to classify the next level organs. Secondly, to acquire
a customized specific shape result, free searching is directed by K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and is
constrained with voxel-based information such as probability, intensity and gradient features.

Figure 1: The framework of multi-organ segmentation
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2.1

Method
Model Construction

SSM model was constructed from 20 CT and 20 CTce training binary segmentations. At first,
reasonable region of interest (ROI) of the training binary images is extracted and generalized
Procrustes aligned. Then one smooth and normal reference mesh is obtained using marching cubes
method. Finally a set of corresponding shapes are created by elastic registration of the reference
shape to the aligned binary images. The SSM is constructed by Statismo toolkit [Luthi12] and
represented by Simplex mesh. The local appearance model of each organ is established by a KNN
classifier trained on both intensity and gradient profiles information inside, outside and at the true
organ boundary as suggested in [Heimann07].
2.2

Multi-organ Localization

Image features such as intensity, location and contextual information are used to train a multiboost classifier. To ensure the generalization ability of the classifierrelative location information
between organs, organ and whole body were exploited. Template matching is employed to extract
the organ ROI as shown in Figure 2(a). Localization and segmentation is performed in a top-down
order - first left and right lung, then liver and spleen, at last left and right kidney, as seen in Figure
2(b). Thresholding was applied to the probability image of the boosting classified ROI image to
get the pre-segmentation mask. Due to good boosting classification precision for lung and kidney,
the pre-segmentation mask is used as the final segmentation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Three steps in the multi-organ segmentation framework: (a) Image preprocessing; (b)
Model localization and segmentation of lung and kidney; (c) Shape fitting for liver and spleen,
with pre-segmentation distance map (red), continued by boundary profile search (white), finally
free-searching directed by the boundary profile classifier (green).
2.3

Active Shape Model Search

Similarity and shape transform parameters are initialized first by registration of SSM shape to the
distance map of the pre-segmentation image. Appearance model is utilized for accurate parameters
searching [Cootes95]. Previous trained KNN-classifier shifts each landmark to its optimal displacement position, similarity and shape parameters are then calculated through matrix operations.
This process is performed iteratively until the parameters converge.

2.4

Appearance Profile Classifier directed Boundary Searching

In this step, the goal is to find the optimal confidence position for each mesh vertex. Due to high
accuracy of the KNN, it is still used as boundary profile classification method. However, in step 2.3,
the best positions calculated by KNN may overflow or fail to reach the true boundary as illustrated
in Figure 2(c). The target position around the one searched by KNN is named as KNN position for
convenience. The points around the KNN position are selected as candidate points. Each candidate
point is assigned by previous Adaboost probability obtained in step 2.2, where both the intensity
and the gradient are scaled to [-1,1]. The point with maximum voting value will be the optimal
confidence position. To preserve the smoothness of the shape, the point can only move to the
computed best position in a constrained step. This process stops after iteration of user-specified
numbers.
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Results

Twenty non-contrast CT and twenty contrast enhanced CT (CTce) training volumes were used
for each multi-boost classifier and KNN boundary classifier training. SSM was built on all thirty
datasets. There are 2562 landmarks for the mean liver shape model and 1520 ones for the mean
spleen shape model. The experiment was run on 30 unseen CT and CTce datasets and evaluated
by Dice coefficient and average Hausdorff distance (AvgD). The evaluation results are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Multi-Organ Segmentation Results
Organ
Left Lung
Right Lung
Liver
Spleen
Left Kidney
Right Kidney
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Non-Contrast CT
Dice Coefficient AvgD (mm)
0.952
0.101
0.957
0.094
0.923
0.239
0.874
0.360
–
–
–
–

Contrast-Enhanced CT
Dice Coefficient AvgD (mm)
0.966
0.069
0.966
0.078
0.933
0.203
0.896
0.385
0.910
0.171
0.922
0.131

Conclusions

In this paper, a robust and automatic multi-organ segmentation method was proposed. The method
exploits and combines different prior knowledge, such as interrelations of organs, intensity, boundary
profiles and shape variation information, for robust model localization, model fitting and free
searching. The method has been validated on ISBI 2015 VISCERAL challenge and showed good
performance. Future work will extend the framework to more abdominal organ segmentation.
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